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At some point while making the body of your project, you will need to add some more thread.  Here's how I do it.
Okay, tying a knot.  Anywhere it says "Go through 2” you can add thread and then continue on.

(pic 1) Instead of going back through the last 2 beads just added.  Take your needle off the thread, and add your 
new thread.
(pic 2) Put the new thread through the beads that you would normally "go back through". 
Make the loop around the beads that would be in the statement “ Count down 2. Go through 2, then back through 
the last 2 beads just added.
(pic 3) I prefer to use a square knot, as it is less likely to come apart.  The point of a square knot is to tie it in 
opposing directions. So the first cross over is red over and under purple, and pull it snug to the beads.
(pic 4) The next cross over is purple over and under red.  Pull that thread snug too.  Sometimes you have to pull on 
all three threads at once to get it nice and tight.
(pic 5) Okay, now you have your new thread on and are ready to continue beading. "But what do I do with that 
extra thread where I tied the knot?" you may ask.  Well a lot of people differ on this.  Some say "Cut it short and 
leave it."  I like to cut mine short and burn it off with my lighter.  You do have to be careful when doing this, as it is 
easy to burn off your new thread.  So you do what you think is best.

Red is existing thread, and .Purple is new thread
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